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ABSTRACT 
We prove the direct sum conjecture for various sets of systems of bilinear forms. 
Our results depend on a priori knowledge of the complexity of at least one of the 
direct summands and its underlying algebraic structure. We also briefly survey some 
previous results concerning the complexity and structure of minimal algorithms for 
various direct sum systems. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a field, and let x1, x2,. . . , x,, yl, y2,. . . , y, be indeterminants 
over G. A system 33 = { B,, B,, . . . , Bt } of bilinear forms is given by 
Bk= 2 i gijkxiyj> k=1,2 ,..., t, 
j=1 izl 
where the gijk’s are elements of G. The system 58 can be written as 
g = Ab)y, 
where A(x) is the t X s matrix whose (k, j) entry is Lkj(x)= Ci=rgijkxi, and 
where y is the (column) vector y = (yl, . . . , y,)r. Alternatively, we can write ~8 
as 
where &y(y) is the r X t matrix whose (i, k) entry is zik(y) = C;=rgijkyj, and 
XT = (x,, x2,. . *, x,). 
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If $? is defined by multiplication in an associative algebra, then A(x) and 
A(y) are the operators of left and right multiplication by x and y respectively. 
Let x r,. . ., x,; yl,.. ., y, and [i,. . . , (,,; qI,,. . ., qst be distinct indetermi- 
nants. Let .% = A(x)y and g’ = A’([)q be two systems of bilinear forms. 
Define & = .%@g’, the direct sum of 93 and 9’, by 
A(x)Y @A’(Sh = 
The reader should note that although A( .) and A’( .) may be the same matrix, 
all the indeterminants must be distinct. 
A (bilinear) algorithm &’ is a set { m,(x,y), . . . , m,(x,y)}, where 
(ai lag, bj log for l<i,<~, l<j<s, l<Z<n.) The algorithm & 
cai compute 99 = {B,, . . . , Bt} if {B,, . . . , I?,} is a subset of 
L,(ml(x,y), . . . , m,(x,y))-the G-linear span of { m,(x,y), . . . , m,(x,y)}. In 
other words, there exists a t X n G-matrix C such that 
.9? = A(x)y = Cm, 
where m is the (column) vector m = (ml(x, y), . . . , m,(x, Y))~. 
We denote n by F(.&) and define 
ETi(Ab)y) = min(ETi(d)), 
where the minimization is over all algorithms which compute A(x)y. An 
algorithm .& which computes ?8 is called minimal if F(d) = F(a). 
Strassen [l], and Fiduccia and Zalkstein [2], conjectured that 
i&+)y@A’(S)d = P(A(x)y)+i$A'(EhI). 
Let ~3?= {m,(x,y),..., m,(x,y)} be an algorithm for computing A(x)y, 
i.e. A(x)y = Cm; and let &” = { m;( 5, q), . . . , m$( E, q)} be an_ algorithm for 
computing A’(E)q, i.e. A’([)q = C’m’. The algorithm & = de&’ = 
{ m,(x,y), . . . , m,(x, y), mXE, q), . . . , rnA,( 6, q)}, called the direct sum of Sp and 
&“, computes A(x)y @A’([)q. It is therefore immediate that for every g and 
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.9?$’ we have 
If equality holds, we say that 9? and 93” satisfy the direct sum conjecture. 
Let 9 and 93’ satisfy the direct sum conjecture. The algorithm A? = ZZ’@ 
A?‘ is a minimal algorithm for 9?@.59’ whenever J&’ is a minimal algorithm for 
3, and &’ is a minimal algorithm for 9?‘. If every minimal algorithm for 
9?@53’ is a direct sum algorithm, we say that S? and 53” satisfy the direct 
sum conjecture strongly. 
Hopcroft and Kerr [3] studied the complexity of the product of 2 X 2 by 
2 x n matrices. Let us denote by (m, n, p) the system of bilinear forms 
{ Bikll <i<m, l<k<p}, where Bik = CrClxijyjk for all 1~ i < m and 
1~ k G p. Hopcroft and Kerr showed that if G = GF(2) then p((2,2,2n))= 
7n. Because every algorithm for computing the n-fold direct sum (2,2,2) $ 
(2,2,2)@ .*. CD (2,2,2) = n (2,2,2) yields an algorithm for computing 
(2,2,2n), we have 
7n =ji((2,2,2n)) < ji(n(2,2,2)) 
< njZ((2,2,2)) = 7n. 
That is, when G = GF(2), n copies of (2,2,2) satisfy the direct sum conjec - 
ture. 
Let P(U) E G[ U] be a polynomial of degree n. We denote by S?(P) = 
{B,, Bi,..., B,_, } the system of bilinear forms defined by 
that is, .9?(P) is the system of coefficient of the product of two polynomials 
modulo P(u). Winograd [4] investigated the complexity of S?(P) when 
P(U) = Q(u)’ and Q(U) is irreducible over G. It was shown in [4] that if 
P,(u)= pi(u)‘“, i = 1,2 ,..., k, where the Qi ‘s are (not necessarily distinct) 
irreducible polynomials, then 
&CS?(P,)@ ... @.%?(Pk))=~(.%3(P,))+ ... +p(9J(Pk))=2 i ni-k, 
i=l 
where ni = deg(P,), provided that the cardinality of G satisfies ]GJ 2 
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2maxi{n,} -1. That is, under the assumption on JG], 3Y(Pi),...,9?(Pk) 
satisfy the direct sum conjecture. It was also shown in [4] that under the same 
assumption 9?( Pi), . . . , Sf(Pk) satisfy the direct sum conjecture strongly. (The 
results of [4] are stronger than stated here, for they deal with quadratic 
algorithms not just bilinear ones. But as this paper deals only with bilinear 
algorithms, we did not state the results in their full generality.) 
The results of [4] were extended by Auslander, Feig, and Winograd [5]. 
For any polynomial P(U) E G[ u] of degree n, and positive integer I, we 
define the system C&P, r) = { I?jj)] 0 < i < n - 1, 16 j < r } by 
(Note that while the y-indeterminants are indexed by i and j, the x-inde- 
terminants are indexed by i only.) The results of [5], together with those of 
[6], show that if Pi(u),..., Pk( U) are (not necessarily distinct) irreducible 
polynomials over G, then 
provided that ]G) > 2 max j { deg( Pi)] - 2. Moreover, under the same assump- 
tion on JG(, g(P,, r,), -@61(p2, rz>, . . . , .%(Pk, rk) satisfy the direct sum conjec- 
ture strongly. 
In the next section we will describe preliminary results and constructions 
which will be needed in the rest of the paper. In Section III we will use these 
tools to prove two direct sum theorems. One consequence of these theorems is 
that for any system of bilinear forms 9, 93 and .%?o satisfy the direct sum 
conjecture. Here BQ = {B,, B,, B,, IL} is the system of bilinear forms under 
multiplication of quaternions, i.e., 
B, + iB, + jB, + kB3 = (x0 + ix, + jx, + ~x~)(Yo + i!h + j!h + hh) 
where i2= j2= k2= - 1 and ij = - ji = k. 
In Section III we will generalize the result of [4]. The main result of this 
section is that for any system of bilinear forms .%‘, and for any irreducible 
polynomial o(u) E G[ u], 99 and S(Q’) satisfy the direct sum conjecture 
strongly, provided ]G] >, 21 deg(Q) - 2. 
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The main result of Section IV is that 98 and (2,2,2) satisfy the direct sum 
conjecture strongly, provided that 1GI > 3. Here, again, B is an arbitrary 
system of bilinear forms. 
II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We will begin this section with some notation and definitions. 
Let Z= {zi,zs,..., x, } be a set. We will use .5$(Z) to denote the 
G-linear space generated by Z, and dim 5$(Z) to denote its dimension. 
Let x1,x2,..., X, be indeterminants (over G), and let L(x) = Cl= ,g, xi be 
a linear form. Let I s { 1,2,. . . , n} be an index set. We use L’(x) = L(x)lxi = 
oi, i E I, to denote the linear form obtained by substituting cq for xi (i E I); 
that is, L’(x) = Ci e !gixi +Ci E Igiar,. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let { L,(x), . . . , L.(x)} be a set of linear forms. We say 
that it dependsonxi, FEZ, if dimPG({Lj(x)lxi=O, iGZ})=lZl, where III 
denotes the cardinality of 1. 
The reader should note that { L,(x), . . . , L,(x)} may depend on {x1 } and 
on { xa} but not on {x1, x-a}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let .S? = A(x)y = x%(y) be a system of bilinear forms. 
We say that .% depends on { rili E I} [{ yjlj E J}] if the entries of A(x) 
[A(Y)] depend on { xil’ E I > [{ YjIj E J )I. 
REMARK. Let cl(x), . . . , ck(x) be the first k columns of A(x). B depends 
on { vl, +. . 2 yk > if and only if k = dim =!?c( {cl(x), . . . , c,(x)}). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let &=(mr(x,y),..., m,(x, y)) be an algorithm, where 
m,(x,y)= L,(x)L:(y), 1 d i < n. We say that z2 depends on {xiii E Z} 
[{YjljEJ)l if {am,...,&} [{L;(y),...,&(~)}1 depend on {XiliEZ} 
LiYj1.i E Jll* 
Let .% be a system of bilinear forms, and let &’ be an algorithm which 
computes 9. If 9 depends on {xiii E Z} ({ yjlj E J}) then so does ~2. In 
particular, that means that n = FL(&) satisfies n > III and n 2 I./\. This is a 
special case of the column rank theorem. So we now state: 
THEOREM (Column rank). Let A(x)y be a system of bilinear forms. Let 
q(x), * f a, c,(x) denote the columns of A(x). Then 
F(A(x)y) > dimpo({ ci(x),...,c,(x)}). 
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It can happen that ~2 depends on {~~]i E Z} ({yj]j E .Z}) while the 
system of bilinear forms which &’ computes does not. Lemma 8 of [5] shows 
an important case when this cannot happen. We cite this lemma without 
proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let & be a minimal algorithm for computing 9?. Zf .& 
depends on { xi]i E Z} ({ y,]j E .Z}) then so does ~3. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let & = (m,, m2,. . . , m,) be an algorithm, where mi 
= m,(x, [; y, q) = Li(x, [)Li(y, q), 1 < i < n. We say that J&’ mixes x and 5 [y 
and q] if for some i = 1,2 , . . . , n, Li(x, 6) [ L:(y, q)] depends on some {xi } 
and { &} [{ yj} and { v~}]. If ~2 does not mix x and 5 [y and q], we say that 
Oe is partitioned by x and 5 [y and q]. 
We will now cite another lemma of [5], lemma 9, without proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let & be an algorithm for computing A(x)y @A’([)q. Zf 
(1) P(d) G %A(x)y)+ E-i(A’(S)rl) and 
(2) S? is partitioned by x and 5 (y and q), 
then ~2 is a direct sum algorithm, ti = .F&“cB&“‘, where &” computes A(x)y 
and .&‘I’ computes A’( [‘)q’; therefore 
The main technique which we will use to prove the results is that of 
substitution. We will now describe the two kinds of substitution which we will 
employ. 
Zndeterminant Substitution 
Let A(x)y be a system of bilinear forms, where x = (xi,.. ., x,)r and 
y = (Yl, * * *, y,)? Let .& = (ml(x,y),.. ., m,(x,y)) be an algorithm for comput- 
ing A(x)y, mi(x, y) = L,(x)L:(y), 1~ i Q n. Assume that A(x)Y depends on 
{XiliEZ] [{Yjl.iEJ}l.T o avoid cumbersome notation we assume the set on 
which A(x)y depends to be {xi,. . . , xk } [ { yl,. . . , yk }]. Because & computes 
A(x)Y, it too depends on {xi,. . . , xk} [{ yl,. . . , yk}]. That means that there are 
k L:(x)‘s [ Li(y)‘s], say L,(x), . . . , Lk(x) [L;(y), . . . , L’,(y)], such that 
{ L,(x), . . * , Zk(X)) [{K(Y), . . . > L;(y)}] also depends on {xi,. . . , xk} 
[{Y l>...>Yk)l. 
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We will now drop the tiresome attempt to describe the process in terms of 
both the x-indeterminants and the y-indeterminants. We will consider only 
the x ‘s and trust the reader to fill in the y ‘s. 
Let L,(x)= C>=iuijxj, 1~ i < k. Then the vector L = (L,(x),..., Lk(x))r 
can be written as L = Mx(k)+ N%(k). Here M is the k X k G-matrix M, j = 
ajj,1~i,j~k;Nisthek~(r-k)G-matrix~ij=ai,~+.,1~i~k,1~jg 
r-k; x(k) is the (column) vector x(k)=(x,,...,X,)TI; and f(k) is the 
(column) vector f(k) = (xk+ l,. . . , x,)~. Because 2, {L,(x), . . . , LL(x)} = 
=q{Xi,...’ xk}, we have that M is a nonsingular matrix. We define x’(k) = 
(~;>~~,...,~;)~by 
x;(k)= -M-‘h%(k). 
It should be emphasized that x ;, . . . , xi are not indeterminants, but linear 
forms of the indeterminants xk+ i,. . . , x,. 
We now define a new system of bilinear forms s@“. The system 9 is 
obtained from 93 by setting xi = xi, 1 d i d k. As it will be important to 
analyze ~(93’), we will now describe it in more detail. In the case (described 
above) that we substituted for x-indeterminants, let A’(x) be the t X s matrix 
A’(x) = A(x)I,,= 1 <i <k* The system 97’ is 97’= A’(x)y. In the case (which 
the reader filled in) where we substituted for y-indeterminants, we use Ak(x) 
to denote the t X k matrix whose columns are the first k columns of A(x). We 
now set A’(x) = A,(x) - Ak(x)M-‘N. The system 28” is S?‘= A’(x)ij(k), 
where 9(k)=(y,+,,...,yJT. 
In either case, we also have an algorithm &” which can compute 529’; 
namely, the algorithm obtained by substituting x[ for xi (y( for yi), 1~ i < k, 
in each mj(x,y) of -01, 1~ j < n. By construction, this substitution annihilates 
m,(x, y>, * * ’ > mk(x, y), so I < n - k. We thus obtain that 
ji(93’) < fi( d) - k. 
It is important to notice that 9?’ is specified not only by A(x)y and 
{x,]i~Z} [or{yj]jEJ}],butalsobythealgorithm.&,andbythechoiceof 
Z i(X), . . ., h$4 [or G(y), .. + p G(y)l. 
We denote by 2%“’ the system obtained from .~3 by removing xi,. . . , xk 
[Y 1,. . . , Ykl using -W), . . . , &&) [L;(y), . . . , Z;(y)]. 
We will end the description of the substitution of indeterminants by 
observing that if {L,(x), . . . , Lk(x)} depends on {x,]i~Zg {k+l,...,r}}, 
then so does {x;,...,x;}. 
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Substitution of Bilinear Forms 
Let 9?= {B,,..., Bt } = A(x)y be a system of bilinear forms, and let 
&+ = (m,(x, y), * * * 3 m,(x, y)) be an algorithm which computes it. That is, 
A(x)y = Cm for some t X n G-matrix C, where m is the (column) vector 
m = (m r(x, y), . . . , m,(x, y)Y. 
We now assume that B,, B,, . . . , B, are G-linearly independent; that is, 
we assume that k=dimZc({Br,..., B, }). This assumption is the same as 
assuming that the first k rows of A(x) are G-linearly independent. Let A,(x) 
be the k X s matrix whose rows are the first k rows of A(x), and let A,(x) be 
the (t - k) x s matrix whose rows are the last t - k rows of A(x). With this 
notation we have 
A,(x)Y = C,m and A,(x)y = Czm, 
where the k X n matrix C, and the (t - k)X n matrix C, are obtained from C 
in the obvious way. The assumption that the rows of A,(x) are G-linearly 
independent implies that k = rank(C,). Therefore, there are k columns of C, 
which are linearly independent, and without loss of generality we assume that 
they are the first k columns. So we can write C, as C, = (Cr’lC;‘) where Cr’ is 
a k X k nonsingular matrix. 
Using this notation we can now write 
A,(x)y = C[m( k) + C;lin( k), 
where m(k)=(m,(x,y),..., ~,&Y))~ and ~(k)=(m,+,(k),...,m,(x,y))T. 
We can rewrite the last identity as 
We now partition C, as C, = (C2/IC[), where Cs’ consists of the first k 
columns of C,, and Ci consists of the last n - k columns. The identity 
A,(x)y = C,m can now be written as 
A,(x)y = CLm( k) + Czin( k) 
= MA,(x)y+ Nrh( k), 
where M = CJ C;)- ’ and N = C,l - Cl(C;) ‘Cc. This last identity can be 
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rewritten as 
[As(x) - MAi(x)]y = A%(k). 
So we define a new system of bilinear forms %?’ = A’(x)y = [A B(x) - MA 1(x)]y. 
The system 3?’ can be computed by the algorithm b = 
(%+l(x>y)>...> m,(x, y)), and therefore ,6(.62’) < p(d) - k. 
We note, again, that 3?” is specified not only by 3? and { B,, . . . , B, }, but 
also by &’ and the particular k linearly independent columns of C which 
were chosen. 
We say that 9?’ is the system obtained by removing { B,, . . . , Bk} from 2?‘, 
and m,(x,y),..., mk(x,y) are the substituted m/d steps of &. 
The construction which was described above shows that p( ~2) = n > k. 
This is a special case of the row rank theorem, which we will now state. 
THEOREM (Row rank). Let 9? = A(x)y be a system of bilinear forms, 
and let T-~(X), . . . , rt(x) be the rows of A(x). Then 
~(A(x)y)>,dim~~({r,(x),...,r,(x)}). 
III. DEFINITE BILINEAR FORMS 
In this section we will prove two theorems about p( D(x)y @A( [)q), where 
D(x)y is a definite system of bilinear forms (definition follows), and A(t)q is 
an arbitrary system of bilinear forms. For the rest of this section, we let D(x)y 
be a system of bilinear forms, where D(x) is a t X s matrix of linear forms. 
Following [7] we define: 
DEFINITION 3.1. The system of bilinear forms D(x)y is called definite if 
for every 0 # a E G1 and 0 # b E G”, aW(x)b # 0. 
It can be easily verified that if D(x)y is definite then p( D(x)y) 2 s + t - 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let B be the system of bilinear forms 
g = D(x) 0 Y 
i A’(x) ii i A(E) rl ’ 
where D(x)y is definite. lf S? is an algorithm for computing .%? and _& mixes 
y and q, then p(d)>, ji(A(t)q)+ s + t. 
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Proof. Let S/ = (mi(x, E; y, q), . . . , m,(x, E; y, q)), where m,(x, E; y, 11) = 
Li(x, F;)L:(y, q), 1 G i < n. By assumption, there exists an L;(y, q) which 
depends on some { yi } and on some { qj}. With no loss of generality we will 
assume that L;(y, q)= C;=raijyj +Z~~~U~, jqj with a,,r Z 0 and ai,r f 0. 
Because D(x)y is definite, the system 68 depends on { yr, ya,. . . , y,}, and 
therefore & depends on { yr,. . . , yS } as well. That means that there are s 
Li(y, q)‘s which depend on { yr,. . . , y,}, and we can take L{(y, q) as one of 
them. With no loss of generality we may assume that { L:(y, q)li = 1,2,. . . , s} 
dependon {yr,..., y, }. We now substitute for { yr, . . . , yS }, and denote by 9?’ 
the system obtained by removing yl,. . . , yS using L:(y, q), i = 1,2,. . . , s. The 
system .!Z4’ is 
where A4 is some s X s’ G-matrix. The system 9 satisfies fi(9’) < n - s. 
Because we assume that or,r # 0, we have that the first column of A4 is 
not identically zero; and because D(x)y is definite, we have aTO( z 0 for 
every 0 # a E Gt. The last statement means that the t bilinear forms D(x)Mq 
are G-linearly independent. 
Let .%“’ be the system obtained from 9 by removing D(x)Mq; then 
.?+?Y’= [A([)+A’(x)M+ ND(x)M]q, 
where N is some t’ x t G-matrix._ The system 53” satisfies ~_i( 99”) d ~(99’) - t 
<n-s-t. 
We now obtain a fourth system, .@ = A(E)q, from S?” by setting xi = 0, 
i = 1,2 9.“) T. The system @ satisfies 
that is, n > j$ A( f)q)+ s + t. This proves the lemma. w 
THEOREM 3.1. Let D(x)y be definite system of bilinear forms, and let 
A(E)? be an arbitrary system of bilinear forms. lf jIi( D(x)y) = s + t then 
~(D(x)y@A([)q)=jI(D(x)y+jI(A(E)q)=~(A([)q)+s+t. [Recall that we 
assume that D(x) is a t x s matrix.] 
Proof. Let ~2 = (m,(x, E; y, q), . . . , m,(x, 6; y, q)) be an algorithm which 
computes (D(x)y @ A(E)q). W e want to show that n > j$A(E)q)+ s + t. If ~4 
mixes y and q, then the result follows from Lemma 3.1. If & is partitioned 
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by y and q, then by Lemma 2.2 either n > p(A(E)q)+ s + t or else &’ is a 
direct sum algorithm, and therefore n = p(A([)v)+ s + t. In either case the 
theorem is proved. H 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let STQ = { $, B,, B,, B, } be the system of quaternion 
multiplication, i.e. B, + 8, + jBz + kB, =(x0 + ix, + jx, + kx,)(y, + iy, + 
jy, + ky,), i2 = j2 = k2 = - 1, ij = - ji = k. Let A(E;)q be an arbitrary 
system of bilinear forms. lf G < R is a subfield of the real numbers, then 
iV$,@A(E)rl) = NA(S)rl)+l@$,) = F(A(E)11)+8. 
Proof. It was cited in [B] that if G < R then p(S?o) = 8. It is also easily 
verified that, under the same assumption on G, 5ZJQ is definite. The corollary 
now follows from Theorem 3.1. n 
The assumption that G < R was necessary; otherwise gQ is not definite. 
In fact, if G includes the element m, then .!SQ can be transformed into 
the system (2,2,2) of the product of two 2 X 2 matrices. This latter system 
will be studied in Section V. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let D(x)y be a definite system of bilinear forms, and let 
A(t)q be an arbitrary system of bilinear forms. lf p( D(x)y) = s + t - 1 then 
pL(D(x)y@A(S)q) = p(D(x)y)+ P(A(Sh). Moreover, DWy and AC&I satisfy 
the direct sum conjecture strongly. (Again, D(x) is a t X s matrix.) 
Proof. Let & be a minimal algorithm for computing D(x)y @A([)q. 
The algorithm S? satisfies ~_1( s’) d F( D(x)y)+ jl( A( E)q) < F( A( 5)~) + s + t. 
By Lemma 3.1, &’ is partitioned by y and q, and therefore, by Lemma 2.2, 
SS? is a direct sum algorithm and p(d) = j$ D(x)y)+ p( A([)q). This proves 
the theorem. n 
Before stating a corollary of this theorem, we should recall some notation 
which was introduced in Section I. Let P(u) E G [ u] be a manic polynomial, 
and let t = deg(P( u)). We use g(P) to denote the system of bilinear forms of 
the product of polynomials modulo P(u). More precisely, 9(P) = 
{B,,B,,..., B,_1}, where 
:C~&U~= [~<x~zJ’~[~<~~u~~ mod P(U). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let P(u) E G[ u] b e an irreducible polynomial of de- 
gree t, and let A( E)-q be an arbitrary system of bilinear forms. Zf IGI > 2t - 2 
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then ,ii(98(P)@A(E)q)= ,5(28(P))+ji(A(E)q). Moreover, .93(P) ad A(E)q 
satisfy the direct sum conjecture strongly. 
Proof. It was shown in [4] that, under the assumption on P(u) and ]G], 
~(.%?(P)) = 2t - 1. It is easily verified that, because P(u) is irreducible, g’(P) 
is definite. The corollary then follows from Theorem 3.2. n 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let P(u) E G [ u] be a product of distinct irreducible 
polynomials, i.e. P(u) = rIfSIPi(u), Pi(u) irreducible, 1 =S i < k, and 
(Pi(u), Pj(u))= 1 for i # j, 1 =S i, j < k. Zf ]GJ > max1~isk{2deg(P(u))- 
2}, then for any system A([)q, p(P) and A(S)q satisfy the direct sum 
conjecture strongly. 
Proof. It was shown in [4] that under the assumption on ]G], p(.@(P)) = 
I:= X2ti - l), where ti = deg(Pi(u)), 16 i < k. By the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem (see, for example, [9]), 9?(P) is equivalent to .%(P,)@B( Pz) 
@ . 1 . @W(P,). Repeated use of Corollary 3.2 yields the desired result. n 
The more general case of B(P), where P(u) is allowed to have, as a 
factor, a power of an irreducible polynomial, will be discussed in the next 
section. 
IV. DIRECT SUM OF 5@(P) 
The purpose of this section is to extend the result of Corollary 3.2 to the 
case P = Q’, where Q is an irreducible polynomial. In the case that 12 2, the 
system g(P) is not definite, so Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 cannot be used directly. 
We will first investigate how “ far” S’(P) is from being definite, and then 
prove the main result of the section. 
Let g’(P) = R(x)y, where R(x) is a t X t matrix. There exist a, b E Gt 
such that a%(x)b = 0 even though a # 0 and b # 0. Before we prove the 
theorem we will determine the set Z c Gt x Gt, where Z = {(a, b)]a%(x)b = 
O}. A convenient language for describing the set Z is that of the zero divisors 
of the algebra G[u]/(P(u)). 
Let P(u) = ut +Cf&ui be a polynomial. We will use C to denote the 
companion matrix of P, that is, 
C= 
0 0 0 -a() 
1 0 0 -(Yi 
0 1 0 -(Y‘J 
. . . 
. . . . . . 
0 0 1 -(Yt_i 
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[It would have been more accurate to denote the companion matrix by C(P), 
to indicate its dependence on the polynomial P(u). But as P(u) will be fixed 
during the discussion, we have opted for the simpler notation.] 
Now, if 93(P) = R(x)y then R(x) = C:,ixiCi. But multiplication of poly- 
nomials is commutative, and therefore (,Yf~~xiCi)y = (C:~hy~C’)x. Let b = 
(b,, bi,..., !Y,_,)~; then R(x)b = (C::hxiCi)b = (C:IhbiCi)x. Therefore, if 
aTR(x)b = 0, then ar(C:,Ab,C’)x = 0, which means that aT is a (left) annihila- 
tor of the G-matrix R(b) = C:LAbiCi. 
Because every matrix is similar to its transpose, we can write 
C= KCTK_’ 
for some nonsingular matrix K. Thus R(b)= KIC::Abi(CT)i]K-l = 
KR(b)rK - ‘. If we now let a=(a,,a,,...,a,_,)r and a’=KTa= 
(a&&..., a;- i)r, then arR(x)b = 0 if and only if 0 = aTR(b) = aTKR(b)rK’ 
= (a’)TR(b)TK-‘. But K is nonsingular, so the condition means that 
(a’)TR(b)T = 0, or R(b)a’ = 0. (In this paragraph we have used 0 with three 
different meanings: the scalar 0, the zero row vector, and the zero column 
vector. But as the meaning is clear in each use, we trust that no confusion 
resulted.) The vector c = R(b)a’, where c = (co, ci,. .., +r.)f can be ex- 
pressed as coefficients of a polynomial; namely, 
We will summarize this discussion by: 
LEMMA 4.1. aTR(x)b = 0 if and only if 0 = (C~~~a~ui)(C~l~biui) mod 
P(u), where a’ = KTa. 
It will be convenient, later in the section, to have an equivalent form of 
Lemma 4.1, namely: 
LEMMA 4.2. arK-‘R(x)b = 0 if and only if 0 = (C:I~uiu’)(C:~~biui) 
mod P(U). 
As was mentioned at the beginning of the section, we assume that 
P(u) = Q(U)‘, where Q(U) is an irreducible polynomial. In this case, if 
0 = (C::&iui)(C~:~biu’) mod P(U), then both polynomials 0 # C:,$ziui 
and 0 # Ci:hbiu’ are divisible by Q(u). In other words, if the polynomial 
Z~:&ziui is not divisible by Q(u), then aTK-‘R(x)b = 0 implies that b = 0. 
This last sentence can be paraphrased as: 
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LEMMA 4.3. Zf C::Aaiu’ is not divisible by Q(u), then the bilinear form 
[aTKplR(x)]y ’ d f ‘t 2s e znz e, and therefore p([aTKIR(x)]y) = t. 
Let us denote the degree of Q(u) by s = t/l. We can write the poly- 
nomial Ct,ha,u’ as C:,Aa,u’ = CSI&T~~’ + Q(u)C~I~~‘~~U’-~. The ad- 
vantage of this terminology is that C::iaiui is not divisible by Q(u) if and 
only if cZi # 0 for some i = 0, 1,. . . , s - 1. If we are presented with a poly- 
nomial Ci:$i~’ + Q(u)CE:~-‘Z~U~~~ = C::Aaiui, then aT = aTU for some 
nonsingular G-matrix U, where aT = (~%~,...,cS,_i). We can now restate 
Lemma 4.3, replacing 5 by a, as: 
LEMMA 4.4. Zf a, # 0 for some i = 0, 1, . . . , s - 1, then the bilinear form 
[aTUK-‘R(x)]y is definite, and therefore ji([aTUK-‘R(x)]y) = t. 
The main result of this section, which we will state and prove shortly, is 
that for any system of bilinear forms A’(E)q, B’(P) and A’(e)11 satisfy the 
direct sum conjecture strongly, whenever P(U) = Q(U)’ and Q(U) is irreduci- 
ble. Lemma 4.4 suggest that it is more convenient to consider the system 
UK ~ lIi(x)y instead of B’(P) = R(x)y. The next lemma shows that these two 
systems are equivalent. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let V be a t X t nonsingular G-matrix. A(x)y and A’(k)q 
satisfy the direct sum conjecture (strongly) if and only if VA(x)y and A’( 5)~ 
do. 
Proof Let ti = (m,(x, 5; y, q), . . . , m,(x, 5; y, q)) be an algorithm which 
computes A(x)y @A’( 6)~. That means that 
and therefore 
That is, every algorithm for computing A(x)y@A’(E)q can also be used to 
compute VA(x)y @A’( E)q. Th e converse is obtained by the nonsingularity 
of v. n 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Q(u)’ = P(u) E G[u] be a polynomial of degree t, 
where Q(u) is irreducible. Zf ICI > 2t - 2, then for any A’([)~J, S?(P) and 
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A’([)7 satisfy the direct sum conjecture strongly. That is, ,ii(S?( P)$A’(t)q) 
= F(g(P))+ I-L(A’(E)rl), and every minimal algorithm for computing 5?(P) CB 
A’([)q is a direct sum algorithm. 
Proof. It was shown in [4] that if ]G] > 2t - 2 then ,E(B(P))= 2t - 1. 
Let ~=(mi(x,E;y,q),..., m,(x, 5; y, q)) be a minimal algorithm for comput- 
ing 9?( P)@A’( [)q = R(x)y $A’( E)q. We of course have n < ,E( R(x)y)+ 
p( A’(t)q) = p(A’([)q)+2t - 1. By Lemma 4.5 we can replace R(x)y by 
UK’R(x)y, where U and K are as in Lemma 4.4. The proof of Lemma 4.4 
shows that &can compute UK’R(x)y@A’([)q as well. Let ($, B,,. . . , Btpl) 
be the bilinear forms UK-‘R(x)y; then B,, B,, . . . , B,_, are G-linearly inde- 
pendent. Let 99 be the system of bilinear forms obtained from UK ~ ‘R(x)y CB 
A’(S)q by removing B,, B,, . . . , Btpl, and let m,(x, E; y, q), . . . , m,_,(x, E; y, q) 
be the substituted m/d steps of zJsl. 
The system 9’ can be written as 
aTUKplR(x) 0 y 
MR’(x) A’(E) ii i rl ’ 
where a E Gt satisfies a, = 1, R’(x) is the matrix of the last t - 1 rows of 
UK ~ ‘R(x), and M is some t ’ X (t - 1) G-matrix. 
The system .Y%’ satisfies F(9?‘) < n - (t - 1) < j$A’(I;)q)+ t. In fact, the 
algorithm &’ = (m,(x, 5; y, q), . . . , m,(x, 6; y, q)) can compute 97. By Lemma 
4.4, aTUK-‘R(x)y is definite, and by Lemma 3.1, &’ is partitioned by y and 
q. If we now set all the yi’s to be 0, we obtain from &’ an algorithm which 
computes A’( E)y, and therefore there are at least n’ = F( A’( [)q)mi(x, 5; y, q) 
= Li(x, [)L:(y, q) such that Li(y, q) does not depend on any yi. [Recall that 
each &(y, q), t < i < n, depends either on some yj or on some qj but not on 
both.] Similarly, if we set all the qj’s to be 0, we obtain from &’ an algorithm 
which computes 
and therefore at least n” = p( .@) 2 ,E(aTUK - lR(x)y) = t L:(y, q)‘s which 
depend on some yj but not on any qj. However, n’ + t = F(A’(<)q)+ t > 
n - t + 1 > n’ + n” > n’ + t. Therefore n” = t, and n >, jI( A’( [)q) +2t - 1. In 
other words 9?(P) and A’( E)q satisfy the direct sum conjecture. 
To show that .9Y( P) and A’( E)q satisfy the direct sum conjecture strongly, 
we assume, with no loss of generality, that L:(y, q), t < i < 2t - 1, does not 
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depend on any ran, and L:(y, q), 2t < i G n, does not depend on any yj. 
Because the algorithm & computes R(x)y @A’(t)?, the algorithm .ss”‘, 
obtained from SS? by setting all the vi’s to be 0, computes R(x)y. Similarly, 
the algorithm .& “‘, obtained from ~2 by setting all the yj’s to be 0, 
computes A’( E)q. 
Now, Ipg” = (m;(x, E; y), . . . , m,,_l(~, E; y)), where mi(x, E; y) = 
Li(x, E)L{(y, q = 0), 16 i < 2t - 1, is a minimal algorithm for R(x)y, and by 
Lemma 2.1 Li(x, E), 1~ i < 2t - 1, does not depends on any Ej. That means 
that ._& is partitioned by x and 6, and by Lemma 2.2 ~2 is a direct sum 
algorithm. This proves the theorem. n 
Just as in the proof of Corollary 3.3, the Chinese Remainder Theorem and 
repeated use of Theorem 4.1 yield: 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let P(u) = &Q,( u)‘~, where Qi(u) is irreducible, 
and (Qi(u),Qj(u))=l, l<i,j<k, i#j. Zf ]GJ>max{2Z,degQ,(u)-2}, 
then A’([)q and S?(P) satisfy the direct sum conjecture strongly, for every 
system A’(S)q. 
We have recently become aware of a result which generalizes our last 
corollary [ 111. It says that a direct sum of local algebras of minimal rank 
satisfies the direct sum conjecture strongly. 
V. DIRECT SUM OF (2,2,2) 
The main result of this section is that (2,2,2) and A’(&)? satisfy the 
direct sum conjecture strongly, where, as in Section I, (2,2,2) denotes the 
system { Bik ) 1~ i, k d 2}, and Bik = CSC1xijyjk. The proof of the main result 
will necessitate the study of bilinear forms given by 
where ui = ui(x; t) is a linear form of the indeterminates x and E, 1~ i < 4, 
and the yj’s are indeterminates. We will first state, and prove, several lemmas 
about @, and then state and prove the main result. 
If dim L,(u,, u2, ug, u4) = 4, then by linear change of variables the 
system 6’ can be transformed to (2,2,2). We will therefore concentrate on 
the case that dim L,(u,, u2, us, uq) = 3. With no loss of generality, we may 
assume that { ui, u2, us} are G-linearly independent, and uq = (GUI + /3uz + 
YU,. 
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Let us, first, transform .@ to an equivalent system & given by 
The linear forms ui, u2 - yu,, us - /3ui are still G-linearly independent; the 
fourth term, (CX + py)ui, may vanish or may be a nonzeto multiple of ui. In 
the first case, a suitable change of variables transforms g (and therefore @) 
into 
In the second case, a suitable change of variables transforms & (and 28) into 
We will deal with the second case first, and then turn our attention to the first 
case. 
One way of characterizing the two cases is by the definiteness of matrix 
UC u1 u3 
i 1 u2 u4 . 
The first case is equivalent to saying that there exist two nonzero vectors 
a, b E G2 such that aTUb = 0, while the second case is equivalent to saying 
that aTUb = 0 implies a = 0 or b = 0. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 3 be the system of bilinear forms 
Then ji(&) = 6, 
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Proof. Let us write a as A(x)y, that is, 
Let & be a minimal algorithm for computing .&. Because B, and Ba are 
G-linearly independent, we can substitute for them, resulting in the system 
i 
Yl ’ 
,gg’= 
i 
Xl + ax3 bx1 
CT3 x2 + dx, 
= A’(x)y 
\ Y4 
satisfying F(s?~‘) < ,E(@) - 2. We will now show that the four columns of 
A’(x) are G-linearly independent; and therefore, by the column rank theorem, 
~(2’) B 4, which implies that ,U(&) > 6. 
Assume that 
ig1 
i 
x2 + ax1 Xl + ax3 bx1 
CXl CX3 x2 + dx, 
In the first row of A’(x) we have x2 app earing only in the first column, so 
g, = 0. Similarly g, = 0. Once we know that g, = g, = 0, we see that xi can 
vanish in the first row only if g, = 0, and xi can vanish in the second row 
only if g, = 0. 
To finish the proof of lemma we observe that 
(:1 ::ji::j=( xl(Yl+Yz)+(x3-xl)Y2 
1 xl(Y1+ Y2)f (x2 - Xi)Yi ’ 
and therefore F(g) < 6. n 
We will now assume that ui =x1, u2 = x2, u3 = u,(x,, x2; E), u4= 
u,(x,, x2; t), where either us or u4 depends on some ti. No assumption is 
made on the dependence of us and u4 on xi and x2. The next lemma shows 
that we can assume that u3 and u4 depend on { xi, x2 }. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let 
$.j = (J Yl y3 
i 1 Yz Y4 * 
Zf (G( 2 3, there exists a system 
_g”=-Jl Yl y4 
t 1 Y2 Y4 ' 
equivalent to 3, such that 
u’= Xl f4($ x2; 6) 
x2 $(X1> x2; c;) 
1 
and uj, ui depend on {xl, x2}. 
PTOO~. For any g E G the system 
g,=u Yl+gY2 
i 
Y3+gY, 
Y2 Y4 i 
is equivalent to 9?. But 9” can be written as 
where u’= xl ui 
i x2 ui 
and uj = u3 + gx,, u; = u4 + gx,. Let us write u3 and u4 as 
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then uj and u; can be written as 
i I z =(M+gz)x+L([). 
If IGJ > 3, there exists a g E G such that M + gZ is nonsingular. This proves 
the lemma. n 
In the next lemma we will assume that 
is definite and that either ug or u4 depends on some &; i.e., 
dim L,(x,, x2, ~a, u4) > 3. We will denote by & the system 
UT;; ; 
i i 
and by .c@ the system 
S?=(; & A,$‘. 
q, 
(Note that because U depends on 5, .9? is not a direct sum.) 
LEMMA 5.3. Let ?i? be as above. Zf ICI > 3 then ji(.%) > F(A’(E)q)+G. 
Proof. Let _z? = (m,(x, f; y, q), . . . , m,(x, 5; y, q)) be a minimal algorithm 
for 9, where m,(x, 5; y, q) = Li(x, CJLi(& q), 1~ i 6 n. If ~2 is partitioned by 
y and q, then there are at least n’ = &(A’([)q) L:(y, q)‘s which depend on 
some qi but not on a yj, and, by Lemma 5.1, at least 6 Li(y, q)‘s which 
depend on some yi but not on an qj. But n 2 n’ + 6, which proves the lemma 
in this case. 
We will assume now that _PZ mixes y and q. By Lemma 5.2, we also 
assume that us, u4 depend on {xi, xa}. With no loss of generality, we assume 
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that L;(y, q) depends on, say, yz and on, say, nr. Because ?8 depends on 
{ yz,y4}, we assume that L;(y,q) and L’,(y,q) depend on { ys, y4}. [Note 
that we do not assume that L;(y, q) depends on an qj.] Substituting for 
{ ys, y4 > in L;(y, 9) and L”(y, q), we transform ~8 into 
where 
and A,= (u; )..., a;,). 
Here s’ is the number of [-indeterminants. The assumption that L;(x, rl) 
depends on qr means that either ar # 0 or a; # 0. Assume a, + 0. The system 
.S??’ satisfies jI( 9’) < jI( 9) - 2. 
We now define a system SY’, which is equivalent to 9Y’, by 
’ u, u2 Al 
.ciYt’= U,l U,l A’, 
\ 0 A’(S) 
where 
u; = u, - 2 q = 
1 Q!_ u3-II; ; 
i I 
\ 
a1 a1 
Xl 
,( i y-as u4-“; ; a1 x2 a1 , 
ai 
u; = u4 - 2 u2 = i ( I’, 
x1-t a-,,P u3 
a; 
,( 1, 
x2-t s---p u4 
a1 
214 
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By construction, a: = 0. 
We now claim that the four rows of the matrix 
are G-linearly independent. Assume that for some bT = (b,, b,, b,, b4) we 
have brM = 0. Because the original matrix U was assumed to be definite, ug 
and uq are G-linearly independent. But the third column of M-the first 
column of 
A, 
( 1 A’, 
-is (a,u,, a,u,,O,O)T, and therefore b, = b, = 0. So bTM = 0 
implies (b3, b,)U4’ = 0, which, by the definiteness of U, implies that b, = b, 
= 0. 
Let us now substitute for the first four bilinear forms of 9”. The resulting 
system is 
where V(x, 5) is t’ x 2 matrix whose entries are linear forms of x and 6 [here 
t’ is the number of rows of A’( [)I, and N is some t’ x 2 G-matrix. The system 
S?“’ satisfies p(.@“‘) < ,i$S?“) - 4 = F(9) - 4 < ,E(.S?) - 6. 
Let x1 = L(t), x2 = I,‘([] be the solution of ug = uq = 0. Our final 
modification is the system 93, obtained from ~7”’ by setting x1 = L(S), 
x2 = L’(E), yr = ys = 0. But now, p(A’(E;)q) = F(d) < p(.%“‘) < ,E(~J’) - 6, 
which proves the lemma. H 
We now turn our attention to the case that U is not definite. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let 9 be the system 
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where A(x, 5) is a t x s matrix whose entries are linear forms in x and 5, a(x) 
is a t ’ X s matrix whose entries are linear forms in x, and A’(E) is a t ’ X s’ 
matrix whose entries are linear forms in E. Zf all the s columns of A(x, 5) are 
G-linearly independent, then p( 57) > s + ,C( A’( I;)q). 
Proof. By assumption, 9 depends on { yr, ye,. . . , ys }. Substituting for 
{ Yl> Yz>***? y, }, we obtain the system 
where M, N are some s X s’ G-matrices, and p( $Y) < p( 37) - s. 
Now, let 28” be the system 28” = [A’([)+ A(x)N]q, then clearly ,E(L@“) 
< p(99’). Finally, let 22” be the system obtained from 28” by setting all the 
xi’s to be zero. We then obtain p(A’(f;)q) = p( ~3”‘) < j$?8) - s, which is the 
desired result. n 
LEMMA 5.5. Let 93 be the system 
where A(x) is a t X s matrix, and A’(x; t) is a t’X s matrix. Zf the t rows of 
A(x) are G-linearly independent, then ,E(SY) > p(A’(O, E)y)+ t. Here A’(0, 6) 
is obtained from A’(x, E) by setting all the xi’s to be zero. 
Proof. The assumption that the t rows of A(x) are G-linearly indepen- 
dent enables us to substitute for A(x)y in 9. This substitution yields a system 
$3’ = [ A’(x, 5) + MA(x)]y, for some t’ x t G-matrix M. We also have p( 23’) < 
p(g) - t. Setting all the 1~~‘s to be zero, we obtain p(A’(O, [)y) 6 ,E( 93’) < 
,z( ~78) - t, which is what we had to prove. n 
LEMMA 5.6. Let 
be a matrix which is not definite, and such that u3(xI, x2; 6) or u,(x,, ~2; 6) 
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depends on wme iji. Let 93 be the system 
Then ji(.B)>, p(A’([))+G. 
Proof. By assumption, there exist nonzero G-vectors a = (a,, u~)~ and 
b = (b,, b,)r such that 0 = aTUb = b,(a,x, + a,~,)+ b,(u,u, + u2u4). Now, 
b, z 0, for otherwise a, = u2 = 0, and so we may assume that b, = 1. With no 
loss of generality, we also assume that a, # 0, and in fact that a, = 1. 
We now construct a new system S?“, which is equivalent to 9, by 
replacing U with 
( 1 0 x1 + a2x2 x2 
because by assumption b,(x, + u,x,)+(u, + u2u4) = 0. This assumption also 
implies that u, depends on some ti. 
-Therefore the system 
i 
u’o 0 
g”= 0 u’ 0 
0 0 A’(t) 
I Yl 
I, 
Y2 
Y3 
Y4 
v 
9 where u’= 
is equivalent to 9. Here U; = u;(xr, x2; 5) depends on some tie 
We now apply lemma 5.5 to .?P, with ( x1 } playing the role of x, { x2, 5) 
playing the role of C;, and { yr, y2, y3, y4, (.} playing the role of y, and we 
obtain that 
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satisfies j~( 99”‘) B ,i1(9?) - 2. Here 0, = Q4( x2; 6) is obtained from u; = 
$(x1, xs; 6) by setting xi = 0. 
We now apply Lemma 5.4 to 99”‘) and we obtain jI( A’( E)) < p( 9”) - 4 
< j~( S?) - 6. This proves the lemma. n 
Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.6 provide us with the results needed to prove 
the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A’(t)q be any system of bilinear forms. lf (Cl 2 3, 
then (2,2,2) and A’( [)q satisfy the direct sum conjecture strongly. 
Proof. Let ~2 = ( ml(x, E; y, q), . . . , m,(x, 5; y, q)) be a minimal algorithm 
for computing (2,2,2) @ A’( E)q. Clearly n d p( (2,2,2)) + ,E( A’( s)q) = 
,E( A’([)q)+7. We want to show that & is a direct sum algorithm, and 
therefore that equality holds. 
Assume & is not a direct sum algorithm. By Lemma 2.2, JX? mixes x and 
6, so without loss of generality we assume that L,(x, 5) depends on some xi, 
say xs, as well as on some ti. We represent (2,2,2) by 
Here, as elsewhere in the paper, we assume that mL(x, 5; y, q) = 
Li(x, E)L{(y, q), 16 i 6 72. 
Because g = (2,2,2) @A’([)q depends on { xs, x4}, we may assume that 
L,(x, k) and L,(x, 6) depend on { xa, 1~~). Let g’ be the system obtained 
from SI = (2,2,2)@A’(I;)q by substituting for {x3, x4} in L,(x, 6) and 
L,(x, E). The system 9’ is of the form 
The assumption that L,(x, E) depends on ti implies that either u3(x1, x2; 6) 
or u,(xi, x2; I;) d P e en d s on .$. The system SY’ satisfies ,~(g’) < ~(99) - 2 = 
n - 1~ p(A’(E)q)+5. 
This last statement gives us a contradiction. If U is definite, it contradicts 
Lemma 5.3, and if U is not definite, it contradicts Lemma 5.6. Therefore S? 
is a direct sum algorithm, which is what the theorem asserts. n 
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As was mentioned in Section III, the system gQ of quatemion multiplica- 
tion is equivalent to (2,2,2) when G includes the field Q(i) of the rational 
numbers extended by m. So an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 is: 
COROLLARY 5.1. Zf G 2 Q(i) and A’({)q is a system of bilinear forms, 
then gQ and A’(E)q satisfy the direct sum conjecture strongly. 
Let H be a finite group. The system gH = { B,]k E H} is defined by 
Let {pl,p2,..., pr } be the irreducible representations of H (over the field G), 
and let di be the dimension of pi, 1 Q i < r. The system gH is equivalent to 
@,TSl(di, d,, di), the r-fold direct sum of di X di “matrix multiplications.” If 
all the di’s are 1 or 2, then repeated use of Theorem 5.1 (for those d ;‘s which 
are 2) and Corollary 3.2 (for those di’s which are 1) enables us to compute 
ITi( For example: 
COROLLARY 5.2 (Alder and Strassen). Let D,,, be the dihedral group of 
2m elements, i.e. the group generated by a, b satisfying the relations a”’ = b2 
= 1, ba = a-lb. Zf G includes Q(w), where w = e2?ii/m, then 
PC gLI,,, > = 
i 
2+i(m-1) if misodd, 
4+$(m-2) if miseven. 
Proof It is well known (see, for example, p. 339 of [lo]) that, under the 
assumption on G, if m is odd D,,, has 2 one dimensional representations and 
(m - 1)/2 two dimensional representations, and if m is even D, has 4 one 
dimensional representations and (m - 2)/2 two dimensional representations. 
The lemma follows from Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 3.2. n 
REMARK 5.1. This result has been recently obtained by A. Alder and 
V. Strassen using different techniques [8]. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let D,,, and G be as in Lemma 5.2. For any A’(E)q, 
S?a,,, and A’( [)q satisfy the direct sum conjecture strongly. 
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